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How Provailen works to relieve pain?

 Provailen has three main ingredients.

The principal ingredient is called Reishi and it is in the
 same family as the fungus called Penicillin.

You know, the Fungi that has saved hundreds of millions of
 lives. You probably have taken some form of it many times
 over the years. Ask yourself did it work? Answer YES it
 must have or you would not be reading this. The specific
 fungus is called Reishi and through a new special process
 the strength has been increased by up to 75 times.

This massive boost in potency is achieved using high
 frequency sonic cracking technology, along with hydro-
alcohol extraction and is now allowing for the purest
 concentration possible.

Dr. William B. Stavinhoa from the University Of Texas
 Health Science Center published a scientific study stating
 (Reishi is as powerful as 5mg of hydrocortisone the same
 drug often injected into arthritic joints damaged by
 arthritis.) Now that is incredible . . . a natural substance
 that is as powerful as hydrocortisone.

Dr. Andrew Weil stated major positive implications of Reishi use are shown for anyone
 suffering from immune system disorders, such as Arthritis. One of the major causes of
 rheumatoid arthritis is known as RASF & RSQUO. The polysaccharide peptide found in
 abundance in Reishi fungi has shown to significantly reduce RASF & RSQUO.

Two well known doctors, including one from the prestigious university of Texas Health Science
 Center, have published scientific studies on this powerful fungi. But this is just the tip of the
 iceberg. We could continue quoting different studies published about Reishi but honestly there is
 little point in boring you with the details of study after study.

The simple truth is Reishi has incredibly positive effects on people suffering from Arthritis.
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Why should I Try Provailen?

Think about your long term health? Ask yourself am I getting any better or am
 I getting worse?

What is my risk? Are there any nasty side effects? No, there are no side
 effects associated with the use of Provailen.

Ask yourself how much is my health worth? Your health will definitely be
 improved, no more concerns about the horrible side effects that they cause.
 Also what about the financial burden? No more doctor visits. No more lab
 tests and having to purchase expensive prescription medications.

The simple truth is if your current medication had cured your problem you would not be here on
 this site. Your risk is becoming healthy and pain free. You have most likely already used a
 fungus like penicillin and you know they work, why would you not try this fungus which has
 proven to help alleviate the majority of arthritis issues?

Your health is the most important thing you have in your life, now don’t you think it is time that you
 took control of your arthritis?

It is your life, it is your health. It is time to make the decision now . Provailen works, it is a
 natural product and it has no nasty side effects. Provailen has plenty of scientific proof
 demonstrating that it works. The simple truth is if you don’t give Provailen an opportunity you
 are slowly risking your health.

P.S. If what you have been using so far isn’t working, don’t you owe it to yourself to seek
 relief and comfort elsewhere?
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 This product is a dietary supplement and statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration.
 This Product Is Not Intended To Diagnose, Treat, Cure Or Prevent Any Disease.
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